First Destination Survey Data
2018 - 2019

80% Offer Rate
80% Internship Rate
$n/a$ Average Starting Salary

Companies that Hired our Students

Charles Schwab
Associate Financial Services Representative

Fidelity Investments
Financial Representative

Skotynsky Financial Group, LLC
Wealth Advisor

Townsend Retirement & Estate Planning
Jr Financial Planner

89% Offer Rate
44% Internship Rate
$n/a$ Average Starting Salary

Companies that Hired our Students

Apto
Business Development Representative

Severe Weather Roofing
Sales Supervisor

Intermountain Electric Inc
Project Engineer

*Data is collected for 6 months post-graduation. | Data is self-reported and not comprehensive of all hires.
*Offer rate is the percentage of graduates who are actively seeking employment or education that secured plans or indicated at least one job offer.
*Average salary is based on full-time permanent employment. Salary is only reported if n>4.